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PROCEEDINGS 
orms 
MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES. 
VoLUliE III. BnLETJN 2. 
January u, 1887. 
Ten persons present. 
The reports of the retiring officers were rendered. 
Secretary Hall made the following financial statement: 
$3950 Cash brought over from preceding year, 
" receh·E'd during the year, • · 98 00 
f182 50 
Hent and ~,ras bills paid and incidental expenses met, • Total, $129 00 
Balance on hand at date, f3 50 
The Corresponding Secretary reported the following additions 
to the library received during the year 1886. 
THE GNITED STATES. 
Baltimor1, J(tf.~Johns Hopkins t:nlversity: Circulars, Vol. '"• Nos. 46·51; 
Vol. vr, Nos. 52·54. 
BOIWn, Jfe~~~.-American Academy of Arts and Sciences : Proceedings, 
Vol. XXI, Pts. I and II. 
Boston Society of Natural History: Proceeding.~, \"ol. 23, Pt. 11. 
Horticultural Society: Transactions, 1885, Pt. u ; 1886, Pt. 1; Schedule 
of Prizes, '86. 
~ll4, /nd.-Society of Natural History : Bulletin No. 2. 
Bufaltl, N . Y.-Historical Society : Annual Report for 1885. 
Society of Natural Sciences : Bulletin, Vol. v, Nos. 1 and 2. 
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Cambridge, Jla11.-Harvard College Observatory: A Plan for the Extension 
of Astronomical Research. 
lluaeum of Comparative Zoology : Bulletin, Vol. xu, Nos. 3-6. 
Champo.ign, IU.--State Laboratory of Natural History : Bulletin, Vol. n, 
Art. IV, 
Chapfl HiU, N. C.-Elisha llitchell 8clentitlc SoCiety : Journal for 1884-IS. 
Charluton, 8. C.-Elliott Society of Science and Art: Proceedings, Vol. n, 
pp. 41-80, 1860. 
Ci~teinnati, 0.-Soclety of Natural History: Journal, Vol. vm, No. 4; Vol. 
IX, Nos, 1, 2 and 3. 
DaNnpqrl, Ia.-Academy of Natural Sciences: Proceedings, Vol. IV, 1882-4. 
Den,w, CoZ.-Scientltlc Society: Proceedings, Vol. 1, Pt. 1. 
Io"'a Oit11, I a.-State Historical Society : Historical Record, Vol.n, Noa.1-3. 
Lanting, Jlicl&.-Michigan Agricultural College. !:;tate Board of Agriculture: 
Bulletins, 10-21 ; 24th Annual Report, 1884-5. 
Jladiaon, Wi1.-State Hiatori<'al Society: 32d Annual Report. 
NN York, N. Y.-American Geographical Society: Bulletin, 1882, No. 6; 
1883, No. 7; 1884, No. 5; 1885, Nos. 2 and :1; 1886, No.1. 
NN York, N. Y.-American lluaeum of Natural History : Annual Rt>port, 
1885-6; Bulletin, Vol. 1, No.7, 1886. 
New York MicroRcopical Society: .Journal, Vol. 1, Nos. 8 and 9; Vol. 11, 
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7. 
Torrey Botanical Club: Bulletin, Vol. xm, Nos. 1-11. 
Philadelphia, Penn.-Academy of Natural Sciences: Proceedings, 1885, Pt. 3; 
1886, Pt. 1. 
Second geological Survey of Pennsylvania: Annual Report, 188;'). 
Report, A. History of the First Geol. Sur. Penn., from 1800 to 1858, 1876. 
" AA. Second report of progress of the bllthracite survey, 188!i. 
" A2. Causes, etc., of waste in anthracite mining, 1881. 
" AC. Report on mining methode In anthracite fields, 1883. 
" C. Ueport on York and Adams counties, 1876. 
" CC. " " " " " (Iron ores, etc.) 1877 
" CCC. " Lancaster county, 1880. 
" C4. " Chester county, general description, 1883. 
" C5. " Delaware county, Pt. 1, 1883. 
" C6. " Philadelphia and counties ncar, 1882. 
" DD. Second report on Lehigh county iron mines, 1871:1. 
" D3. Vol. 1, Report on Lehigh and Northampton counties, !883. 
" D3. " n, Pt. 1, Ueport on Berks county, 188.'t 
" E. Pt. 1, Trap dikes and Azoic rocks, 1878. 
" F. Report on the Juniata rivt>r district, 1878. 
" F2. Pt. 1, Geology, Report on Perry county, 1884. 
" G. Report on Bradford aud Tioga counties, 1878. 
GG. " Lycoming and Sullivan counties, 1880. 
" GGG. " Potter county: Ueport on Its CClal fields, 1880. 
" G4. " Clinton county, 1880. 
" G5. " Susquehanna and Wayne counties, 1881. 
" G6. " Pike and )lonroe counties, 1882. 
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Report, G7. Report on Wyoming, Lackawanna,· Luzerne, Columbia, Mon· 
tour and Northumberland counties (i.e , outside of the anthra-
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" T2. .. T3 . 
" T4. 
" v. 
.. vv. .. z 
Atlas, AC. .. AA . 
" A.A. .. A.A. 
" AA. 
Report on Cambria county, 1877. 
" Somerset county, 1877. 
" Armstrong county, 1880. 
" .Jefterson county (eompar~ H), 1881. 
" Clearfield county (r,ompar~ H), 1884. 
" Oil Well records and levels, 1877. 
" Venango, Warren, Clarion and Butler oil regions, 1880 
" Warren county oil region, 1883. 
First report on Fayette, Westmoreland and 8. E. Alleghany 
counties, 1877. 
Second report on Fayette and Westmoreland counties, 1878. 
Pt. 1, report on the Monongahela river coal mines, 1884. 
Report on the Youghiogheny coke manufacture, 1876. 
Report of chemical analyses in 1874-5, Survey laboratory, 1875. 
" " .. 1876-8, .. " 1879. 
" " " Hl79-80, " " 1881. 
Catalogue of specimens collected by the Survey ( 1 to 4264), 1878. 
" " " " " (4265 to 8974)1 1880. 
Report on the coal flora of Pennsylvania and the l'nlted 
States, Vols. 1 and 2, 1880; Vol. 3, 1884. 
Report on the permo-carboniferous plants, Green county, Pa., 
etc., 1880. 
Description of CeratiociJridatJ and Eur11PI«'ida~, 1884 . 
Report on Beaver, N.W. Alleghany and 8. Butler counties, 1878. 
" Lawrence county and correlation of coal beds, 1879 • 
" )[ercer county, 1880. 
" Crawford and Erie counties; pre-glacial outlet for 
Lake Erie, 1881. 
Report on McKean county, etc., 1880. 
Pt. n, report on township geology of Cameron, Elk and Fort>st 
counties, 1885. 
Report on Blair county, 1881. 
" Bedford and Fulton counties, 1882. 
" Huntingdon county, 1!l85. 
" Centre county; with special report, etc., 1884. 
Report on N. Butler county; Pt. 2, Beaver and Shenango river 
coal measures, 1879. 
Report on Clarion county, 1880 . 
" the terminal moraine across Pennsylvania, 1884 . 
To accompany report AC. 
Of the Northern anthracite field, Pt. 1. 188.'). 
" Southern anthracite field, Pt. 1, 1882. 
" Western mlddle anthracite field, Pt. 1, 1884. 
" Eastern middle anthracite field, Pt. 1, 1885. 
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Atlas (CCC.) To ucompany report CCC. 
" (DS.) " .. DS • 
" (D5.) " " on Adams, Franklin and Cumberland counties. 












Grand Atl1111, Dlv. I, Pt. I. A geological atlas of counties of Pennsylvania. 
Anthracite coalfields. " " n, " 1. 
" " II, " IT. " " " 
" " UI, " r. Petroleum and bituminous coal. 
" " IV, " r. Various portions of Pennsylvania. 
" " ~"• " r. Topography of palaeozoic districts. 
Zoological Society: 14th Annual Report. 
PoughkMp•ie, :N. Y.-Vassar Brothers Institute: Transactions, Vol. III, Pt. 1. 
PrMi<Unu, R. I.-Rhode Island Historical Society: Proceedings, 1885-6; 
Atlas; Life and services of Hon .. J. H. Bartlett. 
Salem, Mau.-American Association for the Advancement of Science: Pro-
ceedings, Vol. 33, Pta. land 2, 1884; Vol. 84, 1886. 
San Diego, Cttl.- Society of Natural History: West American Scientist, Vol. 
n, Nos. 13, 14 and 17. 
San Francilco, Oal.--Academy of ~ciences: Bulletin, No. IY, and Vol. n, 
No.5. 
Saeannah, Ga.-ffistorical Society: Freemasonry in Georgia. 
Toptka, Kan.-Washburn College, Laboratory of Natural History: Bulletin, 
Vol. r, Nos. 5and 6. 
Trmton, N. J.-Natural History Society: .Journal, Vol. 1, No.1. 
Washington, D. C.-Census Office: Tenth Census, Vol. 13, Precious Metals; 
Vol 14, Mining Laws of U. 8.; Vol. 16, Water Power; Pt. r, Vol. xx, Sta· 
tistics of Wages, etc. 
Chemical Society, Bulletin No. I. 
Smithsonian Institution: Annual Report, 1884. 
Patent Office: Official Gazette, Vols. 84, 35, 86 and 37; Lists and Index 
to Vol's 31, 32, 33 and 34; Annual Report of Commissioner, 1885. 
r. S. Geological Survey: 5th Annual Report 1888-4; Bulletin, Nos. 15-
26; Monograph IX; Mineral Resources of U. S. 
FOREWN. 
Bath, Eng.-Postal l'tlicroscopical Society: .Journal, Vol. 4, Pt. 16. 
Bareelo114, Spain.-Real Academia de l'iencias Naturales y Artes: Trans-
actions of Opening Session. 
Bombay, India.-Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay branch: .Journal, No. 43, 
Vol. xvr. 
Bruuel8, Belgium.-Societe Maalacologiqne de Belgique: Proceedings, 1885, 
pp., 81-144. 
Haar~, N~Mr-land•.-l'tlnsee Teyler: Catalogue of Library, Vola. 1 to 4. 
Archives, Series n, Vol. n, Pts. 3 and 4. 
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Honolulu, Sandwich Ie.-R. Hawaiian Agricultural Society: Hawaiian Fish-
eries. Leproey-a Report of Board of Health, with Appendix. Leprosy 
in Hawaii. Leprosy in Foreign Countries. 
OairtJ, Bmt.-L'Institut Egyptien: Bulletin No. 14, 1876-78; 2d Series, 
No.6, 1885. 
Oauel, G~t"mallg.-Verein fur Naturkunde: Papers read at 50th Anniversary 
of Society. 
Calcutta, bulia.-Geol. Survey or India: 1\fanual of Geol. of India, Pt. m, 1 
Memoirs, Vola. rv to xxu, complete, 46 parts. 
Series x, Vol. IV, Pt. I, 36 parts. 
Paleontologia Indica, 71 parts, viz: 
Cretaceous Fauna of S. India. 
Flora of Gondwana System . 
. Juraasic Fauna of Kutch. 
I ndlan Pre tertiary V erte brats. 
Indian Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Vertebrata. 
Tertiary and t"pper Cretaceous Fauna of W. India. 
l;alt Range Fossils. 
Recorda, Vols. I to XVIII, and XIX, Pts. 1-4. ,. 
llemoirs, Indian Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Vertebrata 
0-\r'UtiGniG,Norway.-Kongelige Norke Fredericks Cniversltetet: Anatomy, 
by S. l..aache; Norwegian Botany; Lakls Crater and Lava Stream. 
OM"ddHJ, bgentinl Rtpubhc.- Academia Naclonal de Ciencias Exactes : Bul-
letin, Vol. nu, Nos. 1-4. 
~u, Itoly.-Biblioteca Nazionale: Bollettino, H!86, Nos. 1 to 2a. 
" R. Tnstituto di Stud! Superior!, etc : Archivs of School of 
Pathological Anatomy, Yol. I., Epileptic ConYulslons. 
Lioerpool, .Bng.-Geological Society: Proceedings, Vol. v., Pt. u. 
LyUM, lt'rance.-Soclete Linneene de Lyon: Annals, 1884., Volume 31. 
Montreal, Oan.-Natural History Society: Record of Science,Yol.u, Nos. H> 
Dr. Robert Bell: Forests of Canada; The Medicine Man; )lineral 
Resources of Hudson's Hay. 
Jloa~, Ruuia.-Soclete Imperials des Naturaliste~ : Bulletin, Vol. 60, Pt. 
4, 1884: Vol. 61, Pt. 1, 1885: Vol. 62, Pt. 1, 1886. 
Ottawo, C:aAada.-Geological and Natural History Survey: Summary He-
port to Dec. lJl, 1886. 
/tome, ItGZy.-Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele: Bollettino, 1886, Nos. 
1, 2 and S. 
Saint John, N. B.-Natural History Socit>ty: Bulletin, 1886, No. V. 
St. PeUf"elrurg, Ruan'a.-Geological Committee of Institute of Mines: 
Fauna of Lower Devon of tht> Crals; Memoirs, Vol. In, No.1, 11;85. 
Syd"'tt, N. 8. Walu.-Department of )lines: Annual He port, 188;;. 
T01'01WJ, Oanada.-Canadian Institute: Proct>edings, Vol. III, Nos. 3 aud 4; 
Vol. tv, No.1. 
Tuf'Sn, ltaly.-Musei di Zoologia t>d Anatomia Comparata, H. l'niversita: 
Bolletlns, Vol. I, Nos. 1-15. 
Vienna, Auatria.-Imperial Hoyal Natural History )luseum: Annals, \'ol.r, 
~os. 1 and 2. 
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The officers for 1887 were elected as follows: 
President, A. F. Elliot. 
Vi~President, - - J. A. Dodge. 
Recording Secretary, C. W. Hall. 
Treasurer, - N. H. Hemiup. 
Corresponding Sec'y, Miss Gertrude J. Leonard. 
{ W. H. Leonard. Trustees for three years, c. w. Hall. 
February 8, 1887. 
Seventeen persons present. 
N. H. Hemiup read a paper on "the star Groombridge and its 
relation to the known laws of gravitation." 
The paper brought out some discu11sion touching the methods 
used by astronomers in determining the velocity of stars in their 
orbital movements. 
The secretary read a paper by Mr. F. L. Washburn on "Thomas, 
Jefferson as a naturalist." 
Mr. Washburn quoted the claim made by some that to Jefferson and 
Agassiz, America owes most for its advancement In the pure and applied 
sciences. 
March 8, 1887. 
Eighteen persons present. 
Conway G. MacMillan presented some "notes on wheat rust," 
which embodied a summary of the life-historv and morphology of 
Puccinia qraminis, Pers. 
The secretary read a paper sent by Mr. F. L. Washburn to the 
section of botany, on, "the life-history of the common fern and a 
morphological comparison of fern and fiowering plant.'' 
The papers were both of unusual interest and by a unanimous 
vote the thanks of the academy were extended to Mr. Washburn 
and Mr. MacMillan. 
April 12, 1887. 
Twenty-three persons present. 
Professor J . A. Dodge reported from the section of chemistry 
"some general considerations on methods of purifying water for 
domestic uses." 
The subject aroused much interest and a free discussion. 
llay 3, 1887. 
Ten persons present. 
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Professor L. W. Chaney, of Carleton College, read a paper on 
"earthworms, their anatomy, their economic value and some points 
on their embryology." A general discussion followed. 
Mr. 0. W. Oestland then read a paper on, "the position of Min-
nesota in the zoological provinces of North America. 
(ABSTRACT.) 
Three of the largest aod most Important zoological provinces of North 
America come to a common point wlthln the state of !llnnesota. The Mls· 
sisslppi valley, with nearly all of the United States east of it, is included in 
the eastern or Atlantic province, to which also the greater part of Minnesota 
belongs. To the north, the Boreal or Canadian province extends across the 
continent, including the northeastern part of the state, and corresponds in 
the main to the British possessions and the greater part ot. Alaska. To the 
west, the central province includes all of the high mainland west of the 
MisslBSippi valley, extending into the British possessions north of :&lontana 
and to the south into Mexico, with exception of California, which forms a 
part of the small but distinct western or Pacific province. 
The fauna and flora of Minnesota agree in the main with those of the 
eastern province, but in the great pine district and along the lake shore In 
the northeastern part of the state are found many species peculiar to the 
Canadian province, and along the western border of the state not a few pe-
culiar to the central province have already been observed These facts will, 
no doubt,showthe fauna and flora of Minnesota richer in number of species 
than those of any other state of like area. Many questions of great interest 
can aleo here be studied to most advantage on the borderland of these prov-
inces. Minnesota, favorably situated in many respects, is no less so in 
regllrd to the study of the fauna and flora of North America. 
June 4, 1887. 
No quorum present. 
Herbert W. Smith, of 8t. Paul, presented a specimen of horn-
blende biotite granite from the Mesabi quarries, in the northern 
part of the state. 
October 4. 1887. 
Twenty-three persons present. 
Under communications and pl'e@entations, thirteen species of 
Minnesota fish were presented by F. L. Washburn, as follows: 
37,899. (4). Lepomle pallidus. 
87,900. (14). Micropterus salmoides. 
37,901. (8). Ambloplltes rupestris. 
37,902. (12). Amla calva. 
37,908. (13). Esox lucius. 
37,906. (16). Pomoxys sparoides. 
37,908. (15). Amiurus natalia var. cupreus. 
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37,911. (17). Lepomls glbbosus. 
87,912. (2). Coregonus artedl. 
37,918. (19). Perea americana. 
37,!114. (9). Percina caprodes. 
:!7,916. (1). Lota maculosa. 
37,917. (1). l:"ranidea (small, and mouth injured). 
The secretary was directed to extend the thtmks of the Acad-
emy to Mr. Washburn for this valuable series of specimens. 
Mr. M. F. Hulet presented a key to the Academy which was 
accompanied by the following description: 
"This key was at one time used at Jamestown, Ya., and afterwards with 
its lock taken to Crab Orchard, Ky., and there used on the first jail ever built 
in the state of Kentucky. It has been in use over one hundred and twenty-
five years and how much longer is not known." 
The secretary was instructed to convey the thanks of the 
Academy to Mr. Hulet. 
N.H. Winchell then . presented the topic, "the iron bearing 
formations of Nortbeastern Minnesota." 
(A11STRACT.) 
Professor Winchell gave by means of a skPtch-map of the geology of 
the northeastern part of the state, the distribution of the formation!! that 
carry the principal ore deposits. 
In ascending order be mentioned tlrst tht~ green schists in the vicinity 
of Tower, which he described as embracing the ores mined near Vermillion 
lake and as extending northeastward in two forks, one running on to Hun-
ter's island and the other as extending further south to the neighborhood of 
Gunflint lake and passing unconformably below the Animike slates and 
quartzites. These green rocks are mainly basic and probably of volcanic 
origin, but much changed. Ahove this formation be found the Animlke 
rocks stretching from Pigeon point to the :Mississippi and St. Louis rivers. 
These strata, with their associated gabbros and quartzite8 make the :Mesabi 
range. They overlap the foregoing and also thl' gneiss of the Archean. In 
the vicinity of Gunflint lake, and at points considerably further southwest 
they are known to carry large amounts of iron ore. Whlle the most of the 
ore in the underlying rocks is hematite, the most of that In the Ani mike is 
magnetite, whlle hematite and limonitP prevail further west. In the former 
the 11heets stand nearly vertical. In the latter they are generally nearly hf rl-
zontal. Overlying the Ani mike is the great gabbro overflow in which are found 
large deposits of tltaniferous magnetites. This rock, being considered the 
base of the Keweenawan, grades off by various alternations of erupth·e with 
sedimentary rocks, with indefinite variations of lithology, into the Kewee-
nawan. 
He described a great quartzite, which he had named PeuJabic quarlre-
itB, as the rock first below the gabbro, and Its upper portion interbedded 
with the gabbro, fixing the date of the eruption of the gabbro. This quartz-
ite furnishes olivenitic magnetite, non-titanic, and is at the bottom of the 
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Anlmlke, its line of strike being such as to cause It to come into contact, at 
many places, with the Archean gneiss, and further southeast, with the green 
stooes of the Vennillion lake region. 
December ao, 1887. 
Twenty-four persons present. 
Dr. C. N. Hewitt, chairman of the section of Sanitary Science, 
presented for his report, "some advances in Sanitary Science made 
during the years 1886-87, with forecasts for the future." 
The speaker outlined the plans of the American Public Health Asso-
ciation for the protection of the continent against a visitation by cholera; 
he presented the latest views on bacteriology, and spoke of matters of vital 
interest in the fleld of public health and public morals. 
Slides were displayed, showing the bacteria of some diseases, as chol-
era, consumption, etc. 
Jauuary 3. 1888. 
ANNUAL MEETING. 
Eight persons prerent. 
Reports of retiring officers were presented. 
The recorcling secretary presented the following financial 
statem.ent. 
Balance brought over from preceding year.... • • • • . . . . • . • • • . . . . $ a 50 
Cash received from dues collected during the year. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2211 00 
Total. . . . • • • • . • . . . . . • • • S228 50 
Rent and gas bills paid and incidental expenses met.. . . • . . . . . . • . • 168 84 
On hand at date.. • • . . . • 8.'>0 66 
The corresponding secretary presented the following list of 
accessions for the year 1887: 
THE t:NITED STATES . 
.Amu, [a.-Agricultural College, Botanical Department: Bulletin, Nov., "84, 
and Nov., '86. 
B·U4imore, .ltd.-Johns Hopkins University : Circulars, Vol. vr, Nos 511 to 61; 
Eleventh Annual Report of President. 
B01um, Jlau.-American Academy of Art~ and Sciences: Proceedings, \"ol. 
xxn, Pta. 1 and 2. 
Horticultural Society: Transactions, 1886, Pt. 11. 
Buff"alfJ, N. Y.-Historical 8odt>ty: Annual Heport, .Jan. 11, 1887. 
Cambridge, M111a.-Harvard College Observatory : Henry Draper ~lemorlal; 
lluseum of Comparative Zoology: Annual Report of Curator for 188!1-6 
and 1886-7. nulletln, Vol. XIII, ~OS. 1-5. 
Champaign, IU.-8tate Laboratory of Xatural History: Rullt>tio, Vol. n 
Art's '" and '"': Vol. rrr, Art. r. 
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0114pel Hill, N. C.-Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society: Journal, Vol1v, Pt. 
1, and for 1885-6. 
Cluwlaton, S. C.-Elliot Society of Science and Art: Proceedings, Voi. II, 
pp. 81-120. 
Chicago, IU.-Rldgway Ornithological Club: Rulletin, Nos. 1 and 2. 
Oinctnnati, 0.-Soclety of Natural History: Journal, Vol. IX, No.4; Vol. x, 
Nos. 2 and 3. 
Oolumbtu, 0.-State Board of Agriculture : Crop Reports, Dec., 1885, April, 
1886, and Aug., 1887. 
Dln'HT', Oolo.-Scientiflc Society : Proceedings, Vol. u, Pt. 2. 
lOVJ4 Oit11, [a.-State Historical Society: Historical Record, Vol. II, No.4, 
and Vol. m, Nos. 1-4. · 
Lanting, Mich.-Agrlcultural College-State Board of Agriculture: Bul· 
letins, 22-24 and 27-31. 
Jladif()fl, Wit.-State Historical Society : 34th Annual Meeting, Jan. 6, 1881. 
Academy of Science, Arts and Letters : Transactions, Vol. vi, 1881-83. 
llmdtm, Oonn.-Sclentific Association: Transactions, Vol, n, 1885-6. 
Jliddklto!Dn, Oonn.-Museum of Wesleyan University: 1Sth Annual Report 
of Curator. 
Jlinneapolil, Minn.-State University, Geological and Natural Hietory Sur-
vey: 13th and 14th Annual Reports, 1884 and 1885. 
NWJ HaHn, Oonn.-Academy of Arts and Sciences: Traasactions, Vol. nr, 
Pt. 1. . 
NWJ York, N. Y.-Academy of Sciences: Transactions, Vol's n, m, IV and v. 
American Geographical Socillty: Bulletins, 1885, Nos. 4 and 5; 1886, 
Nos. 2-5; Vol. xrx, Nos. 1-3. · 
American Museum of Natural History: Bulletin, Vol. 1, No.8, Vol. u, 
No.1; Annnal Ueport of Trustees, 1886-7. 
N.Y. llicroscopical 8flclety : Journal, Vol. n, Nos. 4, 6, 8, 9 and 9a; 
Vol. In, Nos. 1-4. 
Torrey Botanical Club: Bulletin, Vol. XIV, Nos. 4-10 and 12. 
Peoria, IU.-Scientlfic Association : Bulletin, 1887. 
PkilatklphW., Pa.-Philadelphla Academy of Natural Science&: Proceedings, 
1886, Pta. rr and rn; 1887, Pta. 1 and n. 
Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania: Annual Report, 1886, Pt. I. 
Wagner Free Institute of Science: Transactions, Vol I. 
Zoological Society: 15th Annual Ueport, 1886-7. 
PoughJcNplie, N. Y.--Yassar Brothers Institute: Transactions, Vol. IY. 
i't'o'Ditknu, B. I. -Rhode Island Historical Society: Proceedings, 1886-7. 
Bochulw, N. Y.-Waruer Observatory: H;lstory and Work of Observatory. 
St. Louit, Mo.-Academy of Science: Transactions, Vol. IV, No.4. 
St. Pmd, Minn.-State Board of Corrections and Charities: 2d Biennial 
Report. 
State Historical Society: Biennial Report, 1887. 
Saltm, Ma81.-American Association for the Advancement of Science: Pro-
ceedings, Vol. xxxv, 1886. 
San Ff'ancileo, Oal.-Academy of Sciences: Bulletin, Vol. u, Nos. 6 and 7. 
California State Mining Bureau: 6th Annual Heport of State Mineral· 
oglst, Pta. I and II. 
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&taMGA, Ga.-Georgi& Historical Society: Maj. Gen. Samuel Elbert. 
TlfH/ul., Kan.-Washbum College, Laboratory of Natural History: Bulletin, 
Vol r, No. 'i. 
Trmton, N . .7.-Natural History Society: Journal, Vol. I, No.2. 
Wa.hinglon, D. 0.-Interlor Dept., Bureau of Education: Statistics of Pub-
lic Llbraritta ln t'". S., 1884-5. 
Cenaua Office: Vol. xnn of Final Reports of lOth Census-Social Sta-
tistics of Cities, Pt. r; Vol. xv. of lOth Census-Mining Industries. 
Patent Office: Official Gazette, Vol's 88, 89, 40 and •t; Lists and Index 
to Vola. 85, 86, 87, 88 and 89; 6th Annual Report for 1886. 
Smithsonian Institution: •th Annual Report of Burttau of Ethnology, 
1882-3. 
U. S. Geological Survey: Bulletins 30-Sll; Mineral resources of l7. S. 
Monographs: X. Dinocerata, an ExtlnctOrder of Gigantic Ham· 
mala, by 0. (;.Marsh; XI. Gt>ological History of Lake Lahontan, 
a Quaternary Lake of N. W. Nevada, by I. C. Russell; and XII. 
Geology and Mining Industry of Lt>adville, (;olo., with Atlas, by 
8. F. Emmons. 
FOREIGN. 
Oatro, .Bgrp~.-L'Instltut Egyptlen: Bulletin, 2d Series, No. 'i, 1886. 
Calcutta, India.-Royal Asiatic Society: Records, Vol. xx, Pta. 1, 2 and 3; 
Catalogutts of Sirrallk V ertel>rata, and of Pleistocent> and Prehistoric 
Vertebrata; Paleontologia Indica: Series r, Vol. r, Pt. 1; Ser. xu, Vol. I; 
and Ser. xn, Vol. rv, Pt. 2; Contents of Vol. I. 
OatNI, Gmlallny.-Vereln fur Naturkunde: Reports 32 and 33, 1884-6. 
Oll.mtimaill, NDfVIIJJ.-Videnskabs Selskabet: Proceedings, 1886. 
Cordoba, .drgenliMlUp.-Academla Nacional de Ciencias Exactes: Bulletin, 
Vol. rx, Nos. 1-4; Records, Vol. v, Pt. 3. 
BombatJ, IndiG.-Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay Branch: Journal, Vol. xvur, 
No.~; Index to Tranii&Ctions, Vol's 1·111, and to .Journal, Vol's I-XVII. 
Bruulll, Bllgium.-Soclete Malacologique de Belgique: Proceedings, Vol. 
xv, 1886, pp. 1·144; Vol. xn, pp. 1-80; Statutes of Society . 
.l'ltWMu, Italg.-Biblioteca Nazionale: Bol~ettino, 1886, Nos. 20·24; 1887, 
25-48; Indices Bollettino, 1886; Ind(•x to Works, pp. •IH55; Larola 
Sinnottlca. 
lkurg1town, Brit. Guiana.-Royal Agricultural and (;ommercial Society: 
"Limehri"-Journal of the Society, Vol. v, Pt. 2 . 
. GllugqtD, Bcotlmad.--Geological Society: Transactions, Vol. nn, Pt. 1. 
Haarltm, Netherlandl.-llusee Teyler: Archives, Snies 11, Vol. rn, Pt. 1. 
Catalogue of J,ibrary, Vol's v and n. 
Hamburg, Ger.-Naturwlssenschaftllcher Verl'in: Transactions, \"ol. IX', Pta. 
1 and 2. 
Liwrpool, lrng.-Geological Society: l'r(lceedinga, Vol,., Pt. a. 
McmlrMl, Oan.-Natural History Society: ~cord of Science, Vol. n, Nos.0·8. 
•~. RuuiG.-Societe Imperiale des Naturallstes: Bulletin, Vol. LXII, 
Nos. 2, 3 and 4, with Supplement. 1888, Pta. 1, 2 and S. · 
Jlezico, Mez.--Sociedad }[exicana da Geogratla y Estadlstica: Island of 
"Cayo Arenas;" Bulletin, Vol. n, Nos. 4·9. 
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lfumur, Pruuia.-Provenzial Verein fur Wl88en11Chaft und Kunst: 1~b 
and 15th Annual Reports. 
Ottawa, Oan.- Geologlcal and Natural History Survey: Dt~scrlptlve Cata-
. Iogue of Minerals of Canada; Geological and Topographical Map of 
Lake of the Woods and vicinity. 
Pari1, Frt~nu,Llbrary of M. Gautler-VIIlars : Explanation of the Sun 
Spots, by M. Delauney. 
81. John, N. B.-Natural History Society: Bulletin, 1887, No. vi. 
T<WOnu, Oan.-Canadlan Institute: Proceedings, Vol. n·, No.2; Vol. v, No.1. 
.RtnM, Icaly.-Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele: Bollettlno, 1886, 
Nos. 5 and 6. Vol. n, Nos. 1-IJ. Index to Vol. I. 
8ttdMtJ, N. ::J. Walta.-Royal Society : .Journal and Procet'dings, Vol. xJx, 
1885. 
S'luvlagho.i, OMna. --Hoyal Asiatic 8ociety, China Branch: Journal, Vol. xx; 
Vol. XXI, Pta. 1-6. 
Turin, Ualy.-Musei di Zoologla ed Anatomia Camparata R. University: 
Bollettino, Vol. I, Nos. 16-18; Vol. n, Nos. 19-26. 
Winnip~, llan.--Historical and Scientific Society: Annual Report for 
1885-6. Transactions, Nos. 19-21. 
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted in the 
choice of 
President, A. F. Elliot. 
Vice-Pre~ident, - J. A. Dodge. 
Recording Secretary, C. W. Hall. 
Trea.~ure1', - Franklin Benner. 
Corresponding Sec'y, Miss Gertrude J. Leonard. 
T 1'. h { T. B. Walker. rustP.es ,or t ree years, 
T. S. Roberts. 
The following persons were elected members: Conway G. 
MacMillan, John A.Schleaer, Dr. H. H. Kimball, Dr. Chas. Simp-
son, Rev. Timothy Corbett. 
February 7, 1888. 
Ten pet'Mons present. 
A piece of pottery was presented, by communication, from 
Mrs. A. H. Linton. It was obtained from the Navajoes Indians 
and -believed to be over 200 years old. The squaw from whom it 
was secured W!lS said to be lOB years of age; she stated the 
piece came to her from her parents and to them from her grand-
father. 
The following were elected members: 
Edw. C. Gale, Prof. H. F. Nachtrieb, C. H. Pettit, C .. J. Bar-
tleson, Uly. S. Grant, A. H. Brackett, E. C. Donnell. 
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Judge Hemiup then read a paper entitled "the star Sirius and 
its 11atellites." 
The paper gave a resume of what was known at the present time of 
this interesting star, and an account of the discovery of its satellite by Alvin 
Clarke about four years ago whlle testing the objective of the telescope he 
was then making for the Chicago observatory. 
Prof. J. A. Dodge presented a sample of coal of which he had 
made an analysis for the Canadian Pacific Coal Company, Mr. A. 
Pugh of St. Paul, general manager. The analysis showed the coal 
to be an anthracite of good quality. The locality of the bed is the 
basin of the Bow river, Northwest Territory. 
March 6, 1888. 
Twenty-one persons present. 
The section of botany gave the programe of the evening. 
Dr. Tbos. S. Roberts presented a paper deRCribing some of the 
different methods of plants for scattering their seeds. A number 
of charts illustrated the paper and dried specimens were exhibited 
of plants from our own flora showing peculiar adaptations for this 
work. 
(ABSTRACT,) 
Dr. Roberts spoke brleliy from notes upon the subject, "how plants 
sow their seeds," illustrating by crayon drawings a number of the principal 
natural devices by means of which the seeds of plants are scattered to a dis-
tance from the parent stem. 
The advantage to a plant of a wide dissemination of its seeds is that It 
accomplishes the extensive dispersion of the individuals and contributes to 
their better development, thus aiding in the perpetuation and advancement 
of the species. Atmospheric currents, ocean, lake and wind currt>nts, fruit 
and seed-eating animals, animals with woolly coats, and forces variously 
generated by the plants themselves, all operate In conjunction with more or 
lesa specially developed structures of seed, seed-covering or entire plant to 
accomplish the dispersal and planting of the ripened seeds. The great 
class of pappus bearing seeds, winged seed&, wooly seeds, those provided 
with some parachute-like appendage as is the see~l cluster of our common 
linden, tiny seeds and germs of dust-like lightness and many others are 
wafted far and wide by the winds; other seeds, seed pods and in some cases 
the entire plant (as for example Galium) are provided with priekles, arms, 
teeth, bllrbs or stiff woolly covering by meaus of which they cling to the 
rough coats of passing animals and are thus conveyt>d from place to place; 
the hard and almost imperishable coats of many seeds insure a safe passage 
through the digestive tract of birds or other animals and they are dropped 
it may be miles from where they were devoured with the germ unharmed; 
or they may be washed hither and thither for days by the river current or 
ocean wave until al last they find a proper reetin)! place to germinate and 
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establish a new center of distribution. Not a few plants have developed In 
the course of the great struggle for supremacy special mechanical contri-
vances by meantJ of which they themselves propel their seeds to a safe dis-
tance. Many of these adaptations are truly marvelous. Among them may 
be mentioned the remarkable "catapult" of the witch hazel (HmnafMli1), 
the well-known bursting pod of the balsam or jewel-weed (lmpatiml•,) the 
rommon Ozali1, the elastic slllques of many OrvcifmB and the strange 
squirting cucumber (JI~mordiM) of northern Europe. The common tum· 
ble-weed (AmaranttU albtu) and the P1oral«J (especially Mg~ih1Jlla) of our 
western prairies are Illustrations of a singular mode of seed distribution 
where the whole plant is of globular growth and separating at maturity at the 
surface of the earth, rolls to and fro before every wind, thus serving as a most 
excellent "seeder." If enough has been said to suggest the instructive 
field of study that here lies within easy reach of every student of botany or 
evolution the purpose in view will have been attained. 
Conway MacMillan then discussed "Heliotropism." 
A brief discussion of the movements of the aerial plant-organs under 
the influence of unequal lateral illumination, with explanations, according 
to the various Investigators (De Candolle, Frank, Pfe1fer, etc.,) of the inti· 
mate molecular changes upon which such movements are probt,bly condi-
tioned. 
(This paper was published in full in the Popular Seimce Monthly for Sep· 
tember, 1888.) 
Dr. A. F. Elliot presented some cones and leaves of the Sol-
dad pine of California. 
Dr. J. H. Sandberg was elected a member. 
April 3, 1888. 
Fifteen persons present. 
A. S. Dimond was el~cted a member. 
Professor Dodge, of the section of Chemistry, continue,! the-
subject presented one year ago, in a discussion of" the purification 
of water for domestic purposes, particularly filtration." 
First were considered the sources of 'contamination--cesspools, wells, 
impure ice, etc. Citations of recorded cases were .made to show the risks 
run in using unpurified water. 
Secondly, several different modes of tiltration were described, and sug-
gestions offered for filter making. The construction and points of advantage 
of the following filters were pointed out: Pasteur's; the powdered coke-
filter; the Hyatt filter. 
llay 8, 1888. 
Fifteen persons present. 
C::has. S. Fellows was elected a member. 
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Professor H. F. Nachtrieb read a paper prepared for the 
Academy by F. L. Washburn "on the structure of the ben's egg 
and the development of the embryo chick." 
Mr. Benner presented a serit'S of "notes on the arrival and 
nesting of some specit'S of birds in this viciuity for the spring of 
1887." (See paper X.) 
Professor L. W. Chaney by means of blackboard drawings and 
glass models illustrated an interesting talk on "th~ Embryology 
of the Sea Urchin and Starfish." · 
jwse n, 1888. 
Jacob Sitze, Bruno Bierbauer and Will. D. Willard were 
elected members. 
Uly. S. Grant read a paper prepared for the Academy by W. 
J. McGee, U. 8. Geologist, entitled: "The Field of Geology and 
its Promise for the future.'' (See paper Y.) 
A paper by C. W. Hall then presented "a review of the the-
ories of the origin of the granitic rocks and the crytstalline schists." 
The paper was the introduction to an investigation by the author into 
the rise and development of this, one of the earliest problems with which 
geologists have had to deal. Nothing which could be called a theory, that 
is, nothing beyond a vague guess or bold assumption had existed before 
some conception had been reached of the relations of the great crystalline 
formations to the fosslllferous and other stratified beds. Of these relations 
Hutton had observed something; but it was Smith who in 1815 In his table 
of British formations placed the granite, syenite and gneiss as the 34th and 
lowest In his series of rocks below the London clay. The theories of sev-
eral geologists following Smith were outlined, and the growth of the lead-
Ing views of the present day was rapidly traced. 
October 2, 1888. 
Seven persons present. 
Bruno Bierbauer presented a paper which was "a check-list of 
Paleozoic fossils for the Northwestern states, compriBing Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and Dakota. (See paper Z.) 
C. W. Hall then 'gave an account of "the Minneopa well," 
sunk during the present season' by parties in search of gas. (See 
paperAA.) 
Dr. A. F. Elliot gave an account of a gas well he had recently 
visited in the vicinity of Big Stone lake. 
The well had been flowing for months. For some time the flow was 
an Intermittent one, but now it was steady. The gas has a slight odor, and 
is not inflammable. 
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Nonmber 13, 1888. 
Six persons present. 
0. W. Oestlund wi&S elected a member. 
Conway MacMillan presented" Notes on the Physiology and 
Morphology of the Carrion-Plant.,:__JrPyphallus impudicus (L.) 
Ft·ies. 
Specimens of this plant were secured at Big Island, Lake Minnetonka. 
It is a fungus which gives olf an odor approaching that of decayed flesh, 
thus deluding flit>s into making it a rect>ptacle for their eggs. While ovl-
positlug the flies become covered with spores from the fungus, and the 
plant thus secures propa~tion. The special morphological and remarkable 
developmental adaptations to attain the t>nd oi sure and speedy scattering 
of the spores were noted in detail. 
C. W. Hall gave an account of a geological trip recently made 
by him through the Wisconsin river valley from Rhinelander to 
Stevens Point, with some views on the stratigraphy of the rocks 
of this, the central river valley of Wisconsin. {See paper BB.) 
December 4. 1888. 
Twenty-four persons present. 
Dr. E. H. Angle and Dr. L. D. Leonard were elected members. 
Dr. C. N. Hewitt ehairman of the section of sanitary science, 
presented this topic: "Imperfect sanitary work, in which boards 
of health and health officers ask the co-operation of all thoughtful 
people, particularly mothers, fathers, the clergy and teachers." 
(See paper CC.) 
Some of the points urged hy the speaker related to infectious diseases; 
these were illustrated by cultures prepared and presented under the micro-
~cope. Quite a discussion arose through tht> questions of several interested 
listeners aftt>r tht> reading of the paper, and during the examination of the 
slidt>s. 
January 8, 1889. 
Eight persons present. 
Dr. N. L. Gardner, of Kioto, Japan, presented the Academy 
with a collection of the ferns of Japan. The collection consisted 
of 43 s~ies. 
Secretary Hall announced to the Academy that a fine collec-
tion of minerals had arrived from the California State Mining 
Bureau, for which an exchange had been arranged by Mr. S. P. 
Channell. 
The .thanks of the Academy were voted to Mr. Channell and 
Dr. Gardner. 
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The recording secretary reported the following financial 
statement. 
Amoun~ brought over from last year .•••••••.••..... 
Amount collecwi during the year ................ : ....... .. 
Total ................ .. 
Rent and gas bills and various incidental sums paid during 
• 59 66 
495 00 
1554 68 
1he year. .. . • .. .. . . . . .. .. . • .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1481 17 
Amount on hand at date... . • • • • •us 49 
The corresponding secretary reported the following books 
and pamphlets received during the year 1888: 
THE UNITED STATES. 
Bal4imtW6, Md.--Johns Hopkins University: Circulars, Vol. vn, Nos. 62-68. 
Brookl,n, N. Y.-Long Island Historical Society: Campaign of 1776; Dutch 
and Iroquois; Proceedings of 20th Annual Meeting; Proceedings In 
Memoriam. 
Bo11Dn, Jtau.-Amerlcan Academy of Arts and Sciences: Proceedings, Vol 
XXIII, Pt. 1. 
Mus. Horticultural Society: Schedule of Prizes, 1888; Transactions, 
1887, Pte. 1 and 2. 
BujfaJo, N. Y.-Buffalo Historical Society: Annual Report, Jan. lOth, 1888. 
Oambridg1, Jfau.-Harvard College Observatory: Henry Draper Memorial; 
Second Annual Report. 
lluseum of Comparative Zoology: Bulletins, Vol. xm, Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 
and 10; Vol. xvr, Nos. 1 and 2; Vol,.. XIV and xv; Vol. xvn, Nos. 1 
and 2; Annual Report of Curator, 1887-8. 
Olulmpaign, IU.--State Laboratory of Natural History: Bulletin, Vol. n, 
Art. vu, Vol. 111, Art. IV and Nos. t, 8 and 1:1. 
Olaful HiU, N. 0.-Ellsha Mitchell Scientific Society: Journal, Vol. IV, Pt. 
2; Vol. V, Pta. 1 and t. 
OAarluton, 8. C.-Elliott Society of Science and Art: Proceedings, Vol. rr, 
pp. 121-200. 
(JAUago, IU.-Academy of Sciences: Constitution and By-Laws; Bulletin, 
Vul. I, Nos. 1-10. 
CiMira~i, 0.-Society of Natural History: Journal, Vol. x, No.4; Vol. n, 
Nos. 1, 2 and 3. 
DMNT, Oolo.-Sclentific Society: Proceedings, Vol. u, Pt. 3. 
IWHJ OiiJI, Io.-Btate Historical Society: 16th Biennial Report; Hlstorlcal 
Record, Vol. tv, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Llmirag,llich.-Michigan Agricultural College-State Board of Agriculture: 
Bulletins. 82-42. 
Uraeoln, Neb.-Univeraity o! Nebraska: Cniveraity Studies, Vol. 1, No.1. 
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Jladilon, Wu.-State Historical Society: Collections, Vols. x and XI; 34th 
Annual Report. 
Jl~~. Wu.-Public Museum: 8th Annual Report of Trustees. 
MinMafJOlu, Minn.-Minnesota State Horticultural Society: Annual Report,. 
1888. 
State University, Agricultural Department: 4th Biennial Report of Ag-
ricultural Department; Bulletin, Nos. 1, 2, 8 and 4 . 
. State University, Geological and Natural History Survey: 15th Annual 
Report; Bulletins 2, 8 and 4. 
NMDMk, N. J.-New Jersey Historical Society: Proceedings, Vola. I to IX; . 
Collections, Vola. I, n, IV, v, VI with Supplement, and vu. 
N1111 Ha'Wfl, Oonn.-Conn. Academy of Arts and Sciences: Transactions, Vol_ 
vn, Pt. 2. 
N1111 Orl.an., LJ.-Academy of Sciences: Papers, Vol. I, No.1. 
N1111 York, N. Y.-Amerlcan ·Museum of Natural History: Annual Report,. 
of Trustees, 1887-8. 
N. Y. Microscopical S<lciety : Journal, Vol. IV, Nos. L, 2, 8, and 4. 
Torrey Botanical Club: Bulletin, Vol. xiv, No. 2; Vol. xv, Nos. 1-5 and. 
7-12. ~ 
Dr. T. F. Allen: The Characem of America. 
New York Academy of Sciences: Transactions, Vol. vi; and Vol. vu, 
Nos. 1-8. 
American Geographical Society: Bulletins, Vol. XIX, No. 4 and Sup-
plement; Vol. xx, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
PlliladMphia, Pa.-Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences: Proceedings, 
1887, Pt. III; 1888, Pte. 1 and n. 
Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania: Annual Report for 1886· 
Pts. n, III, IV, with 2 Atlases, 1886. 
Ileport: C7, Pt. II. Atlas to accompany Report C7. 
Atlas: AA, Pt. n . :Northern Anthracite Coal Field. 
AA, Pt. u. Eastern Middle Anthracite Coal Field. 
Zoological Society: 16th Annual Heport, 
P~idmu, B. I .-Rhode Island Historical Society : Proceedings, 1887-8: 
Life and Service!! of R. G. Hazard. 
Salem, Mcu1.-American Association for the Advancement of Science: Pro-
ceedings, Vol. xxxvi. 
San Francisco, Oal.-San l<'ranci!lco Academy of Science : Bulletin, Vol. n 
No. 8. 
California State Mining Bureau : 7th Annual Report of State Mineral-
ogist. 
San Diego, Otd.-C. H. Orcutt : West American Scientist, Vol. nr, Dec. '87: 
Vol. rv, Nos. 35, :~7, 38; Vol. v, No.2. 
St. Paul, Minn.-State Historical Society: Catalogue, Vols. I and u, 1888. 
St. Pet~r, Mann.- -Minnesota Insant> Hospital; 1st and 3d Biennial &ports. 
S 1t1annah, Ga.-Georgia Historical Society: Sketch of Life of Sidney Lanier. 
T~eka, Kan.-Academy of Science : Trans~K-tions, Vole. vm and x, 1885-6. 
Trenton, N. J.- Natural History Sos:iety: Journal, Vol. I, No. 8. 
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W'a.thingCon, D. G.-Bureau of Education: Report of Commissioner, 1885-6. 
Census Office : Tenth Census, Vol. xu, Mortality and Vital Statistics, 
Pt. 2, Plates and Diagrams; Report on Cotton Production of Missis-
sippi; Vol. xvn, Water Power, Pt. n; Vol. x1x, Vital Statistics of 
Cities, Pt.n; Vol. x:u, Defective, Dependent and Delinquent Classes: 
Vol. xxn, Power· and Machinery employed in Manufactures and the 
Ice Industry. 
Congressional Library: ~Iessage and Documents, 1886-7; Memorials of 
.John A. Logan, Abraham Dowdney, Michat!l Hahn, Austin F. Pike, 
Wm. T. Price, John Arnot, Jr., and John F . Miller. 
Dept. of Agriculture: 3d Annual Report of Bureau of Animal Industry, 
1886; Report of Commissioner, 1887; Report on Grape Vine. 
Patent Office: Official Gazette, Lists and Indices of Vols. 40, 41,43 43, 44 
and 45; Annual Report of Commissioner, for 1887, Vol. 46, No.1. 
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology: Bibliography of Eskino 
Language; Bibliography Sionan Language; Use of Gold and Other 
Metals; Perforated Stont>s of California; Work In llound Explo-
rations. 
U.S. Fish Commission : The Fishery Industries of U. S., Sect. n, Geog. 
Review. 
U. S. Geological Survey: Mineral resources of U. S., 1888; Atlas, Geol-
ogy and ~lining Industry of. Leadville. 
Treasury Dept. Wool and Manufa.:tures of Wool; Statistical Abstract 
of C. S., 1887, 10th No.; Internal Commt>rce of U.S., 1887. 
FOREION. 
Bulin, lhrmany.- R. Frit>dlauder & Sohn : Naturae Novitates, 1887, 1888, 
Nos. 1-21 and 23. 
Bombay, Indaa.-Royal Asiatic Socit>ty, Bombay Branch : .Journal, Vol. xvu, 
No.•6. 
Brtmm, lhrmo.ny.-A. R. Grote: North Amt>ricsn Lepidoptt>ra, Chapter on 
Butterflies and Moths. 
BTUiul&, Belgium.-Soclet.e Malacologiqut> de Belgique : Proceedings, 1887, 
pp., 81:142. 
Gam, Egypt.-L'Institut Egyptien: Bulletin, 2tl Series, No. 8, 1887. 
Ou.Zcutto, InditJ.-Geological Survey : Paleontological Indica: Series x, Vol. 
rv, PL. 3; and Ser. xnr, Vol. I, Pt. 7; Manual of Geology of India, 
Pt. Iv; Memoirs, Vol. XXIV, Pt. 1; Records, Vol. xx, Pt. 4, Vol. xx1, 
Pte. 2 and 8. 
Cordoba, .ArgenliM R~.-Academia Nacional de Cienci1~11 Exactell: Boletin, 
Vol. x, Pts. 1 and 2; Vol. x1, Pts. 11\Ild 2, 1&18 . 
.D.nuwM'tl, Brit. Guian11.-Royal Agricultural and Commercial Society : 
"Timehri"~Journal of Society, Vol. n, Pt. I, New Series. 
Jl'lorfnM, Italy.-Biblio\ica Nazionale : Bollettino, 1888, Nos. 48-51, 53·1'i7, { 9-
60, 62-64, 66-71; Index, pp. 1-64 and 81·65. 
Haarllm, Nttherla.ndi.-Musee TE>yler : Archive~. Series 11, Vol. m, Pt. 
Deuxlenne; Catalogue de Bibliothequt>. 
HIJliftU, NOM Scotia.-Institute of Natural Science : Proceedings and Trans-
actions, Yol. \'11, Pt. n . 
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HalU, (hr.-K. Leopoldlnlsch-Carolinlache D. Academia der NaturforecJuno: 
Nora Acta, V ols. xxxiX, No. 5, I.n, No. 2, md LIU, No. 1; "Leopoldina," 
Nos. 22 and 28. 
Hamburg, Gw.-Naturwiasenschaftllcher Verein: Transactions, Vol. x. 
Kw, Rtllliii.-Societe des Naturallstes: Memoirs, Vol. IX, Pta. 1 and 2. 
Liwrpool, .&'ng.-Geological Society: Proceedings, Vol v, Pi. 4. 
Jlllboume, Ys~riiJ.-Public Library, Museums, etc.: Prodromus of Zoology 
of Victoria, Decades I-XIV. 
Jlmco, Jf~tZ.-Sociedad Mexlcana da Geogratla y Estadl&tica: Bulletin, 
4th Series, Vol. I, Nos. 1 and B. 
JlontrMl, Oan.-Natural History SoCiety: Record of Science,Vol. m, Noa.1·4. 
lloecow, Ruuia.-Suciete Imperiale des Naturalistes: Bulletin, 1887, No. oi 
with Surplement, 1888. Nos. 1 and 2, with Heterologtsche Beobach· 
tungen, Beilage, Vol. I, 2d Series. 
OlltJtoa, Uar&ada.-Geological Survey: List of Publications; Catalgue of 
Canadian Plants, Pt. 111 and Pt. IV, Endogene; Annual Report, Vol. u. 
PtJril, FraM~.-E. L. Ragouot: Diagnoses of North American Phycltldae 
and Galleriidae. 
Rio dl Jar&flro, Brazil.-lnstltuto Historlco, Geographico y Ethnographico: 
Rivista Trimensal, Vol. 1, Pta. 8 and 4, 1887. 
Husen Nacional: Archives, Vol. vu, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
ltom8, Itc&ly.-Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele: Bollettino, Nos. 2-6; 
Index to Vol. 2 of Bollettino. 
T~. OantJdtJ.-Canadian Institute: Annual Report for 1886-7; Pr~ed· 
lugs, Vol. nr, No. 2, and Whole No., Vol. xx1v, No. 50. 
Turin, /tc&lg.-Musel di Zoologla ed Anatomla Comparata, R. Unlverslta: 
Bollettino, Vol. u, Nos. 88 and 34; Vol. m, 85-48; Index to Vol. 11. 
Saint John, N. B.-Natural History Society: Bu1le~in, Vol. vu. 
Shanghai, CAina.-Royal Asiatic Society, China Branch: Journal, Vol. xxu, 
Nos. 1-4. · 
Sydntg, N. 8. Walu.-Department of Mines: Annual Report, for 1887; Min· 
eral Products of N. 8. W. 
Royal Society: Journal and Proceedings, Vols. xx and xxr, 1887. 
The following officers were elected for the year: 
President. A. F. Elliot. 
Vice-Pre~ident, - J. A. Dodge. 
Recording Secretary, C. W. Hall. 
Trea11urer, - Edw. C. Gale. 
Corresponding Sec'y, C. S Fellows. 
T t "' h { S. P. Channell. 
rus ees ,or t ree years, J. MeGolrick. 
February S. 1889. 
Five persons present. 
The section of astronomy, N.H. Hemiup, chairman, had a 
program ready to present, but owing to the small number-a bare 
quorum-in attendance, it was not carried out. 
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llarda 13, 11189. 
Seventeen persons present. 
A. D. Meeds was elected a member. 
Mr. C. G. MacMillan presented a paper on "Artificial Cells 
and Osmotic Action." The paper consisted of a discus!Jion of the 
difterent varieties of artificial cells, particularly that of Pfeffer, 
and notes on some experiments made by the author at the Harvard 
~mtories of Physiological Botany. 
Mr. Herbert G. Smith then re..d a paper on "The Jumpers," a 
peculiar nervous disease occurring of late in northern Wisconsin. 
(ABSTRACT.) 
In northern Wisconsin, at Hayward and Mason, were observed several 
acute cases of "Jumpers" analogous to those of Maine, described by Dr. 
Beard* some time since. The subjects here are chiefly of French blood~ 
two Swedes being reported, although I cannot posit! vely confirm this. 
These ca~es are among working classes, chiefly lumbermen. The charac-
teristic nervous discharges are the occasion of the most extreme physical 
and mental excitability, which, however, decreases with repetitions of the 
same cause consecutively applied. In one case a trumpet, when sounded, 
produced an acute excitation and explosive sounds. Imperative commands, 
L e., to strike, to jump, to clap the hands, to "let it drop," &c., &c., are in· 
voluntarily obeyed. It is reported upon good authority that one oaae leaped 
from a bridge upon which he was working a distance of twenty feet to water; 
uotber threw a baskllt of crockery from his shoulder to the ground, both 
from these causes. The effect decreases with succesaive excitations. Absence 
of excitabllity larg~>ly improves the condition of these cases, while aggra-
vation and frequent "ahocks" Intensify it, and In all cases produce great 
bodily and mt>ntal dlatress. 
One family Includes five cases of Jumpers, but I am uncertain whether 
this and other similar indications point to a hereditary tendency in the com-
plalDt, or more to a general disposition among close companions, especially 
the young, to imitate a new peculiarity. 
April a, 18119. 
Thirteen persons present. 
John B. Hawley was elected a member. 
Professor J . A. Dodge gave two "analyses of water used in a 
boiler employed for heating a public building in St. Peter, Minn. 
(See paper DD.) 
Professor C. F . Sidener then discussed the reported decompo-
sition of cobalt and nickel, and, incidentally, the grouping of the 
chemical elements on the basis of their physical relations. The 
peper awakened some discussion, participated in by the reader of 
the paper, Professor Dodge and Mr. Hawley. 
•AmerlcaD Neuroloclca!Soctety, N. Y. 1880. 
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A. D. Meeds then read a paper describing "a deep well at Still-
water, Minnesota." A series of borings from this well was pre-
sented to the Academy by Mr. Meeds. (See paper EE.) 
May 7, 1889. 
Twelve persons present. 
Mr. 0. W. Oestlund read a paper on "Insect wings; their' 
origin, structure and venation.'' 
A review of "A comparative study of the venation of Insect wings," 
by Jostlf Redtenbacher : Annalen desK. K. naturhlstorlschen Hofmuseums, 
Wien, Vol I, No.8. 
Profesor L. W. Chaney described from notes "the histolo~ 
of the Earth worm." ' 
June 4. 1889. 
Seven persons present. 
Mr. M. A. Morey gave an infonual talk on "the geological 
form~tions lying north of the Yellowstone National Park." 
The speaker had bet>n enga~~;ed in exploratory work in this region dur· 
ing the past year. He regarded the rocks among which his work had been 
carried on as of Cretaceous age, basing his opinion on the fossils which 
were abundant in certain strata; but quite profound local changt>s were de· 
scribed, brought about, In the speaker's opinion, by the inftuence of the 
enormous outflows of volcanic rocks. Attention was called to several phases 
of the problems of metamorphism and mineralization to which his investi· 
gations had lf'd him, and for which he had thus far reaehed no method . of 
solution. A series of specimens from the district was exhibited. 
Secr~tary Hall read a paper by Warren Upham on "the lim-
its of specit>S of plants in the Red River valley. 
Mr. Upham's paper is withheld at this timl' to be Incorporated as a 
part of a series of papers in Bulletin 3. · 
In the discussion of this paper which followed the reading, 
N.H. Winchell remarked: 
That he was glad to observe from )lr. Upham's paper, some change in 
Mr. upham's views as to the cause of the prairies since he was associated 
with the Minnesota survey. He formerly attributed the prairies to climatic 
causes, chiefly thl' lack of that precipitation which prevails further east. 
This difference of opinion between .Mr. Upham and himself had induced 
him to make careful and quite extended observations at numerous places in 
Minnf.>sota over that belt which covers the outrunning of the timber and the 
oncoming of the prairie, with the view to ascertain if possible what features ' 
of surface or soil accompany the change. These observations wlll be pub· · 
lished in another volume of the final report of the geological and natural. 
history survey of Minnesota, In a discussion of the origin of tht> prairies. 
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Prof. Winchell enumerated several theories that had bet>n advanced 
for the existence of the prairies, and stated that he believed the chief cause 
is the extensive fires that rage annually or semi-annually over the prairie 
region. There art> facts that disprove every other assumed cause. It Is ob-
jected by Mr. Upham, that firea do not, in the easttrn and central states, 
produce such treeless tracts, and that they prevail annually with great vio-
lence. Yet the eastern fires do not have such extensive level areas to spread 
over, and to be carried by the wind with such speed. While fire is the prime 
cause, this has to be supplemented by favoring topography and absence of 
lakes, and perhaps by some diminution of rain-fall to produce the eifects 
seen in the western states and territories. Notwithstanding all other as-
aumed causes, fire is the only cause which, if repreBBed, allows the gradual 
spread of forest trees over the prairies, as has been observed and attested in 
many cases. 
October 8, 1889. 
The following were elected members: Prof. F. S. Jones, 
A. L. Crocker, John Byers, G. H. Warren, R. J. Anderson, Dr. 
E. A. Hutchins, Peter (;bristianson, Horace V. Winchell, of 
Minneapolis; Prof. Otto Lugger and Prof. D. N. Harper, St. An-
thony Park; Hiram W. Slack, Henry S. Baker, St. Paul; Prof. 
L. H. Batchelder, Prof. H. L. Osborn. Hamline; Edward 0. IDrich, 
Newport, Ky.; Prof. S. Calvin, (owa City; Chas. R. Keyes, Bal-
timore, Md. 
Secretary Hall gave ·notice that at the next meeting he should 
move the following amendment to the by-laws, Article VII, Sec-
tion 1, viz: That the words "resident in the state" be stricken 
-out, thus making the section read: "Any person may be elected 
to membership," etc. 
A paper was read by N. H. Winchell, entitled "The so-ealled 
Huronian rocks in the vicinity of Sudbury, Ontario," of which the 
following is the 
( ADBTR.~CT.) 
The paper gave an account of a joint excursion of the members of th(' 
Geological Society of America and of the American Association for the ad-
vancement of Science from the Toronto meetings In August Into tbe Huron· 
. ian region, northeast of lake Huron. As it waa illustrated by specimens 
which have the serial numbers of the State Geological Survey, and is there-
fore Inseparable from them without dama~e, it baa been published In the 
-eighteenth annual report of the survt>y(pp 47·58)with references to the cor· 
responding rock samples. 
The paper reheBJ'IIed briefly the progress of opinion in re11pect to the age 
-of the crystalline rocks of the Northwest, calling particular attention tore· 
-cent re-examinations of the typical Huronian region, and to the opinions of 
Irving and Lawson, and the establishment of names for rocks older than the 




typical Huronian but more recent than the Laurentian. n then gave the re-
aulta of some obaervatlou at North Bay, Wahnapltae, the copper miael• 
Sudbury, Algoma and Serpent river, and the inferences arrived at are to •• 
eftect that two formations have been confounded under one name (Hll1'91l· 
ian) as follows: 
It appears, therefore, that both northwest from Sudbury and eastward 
from Algoma there are two formations. The alate and the alate conglomer-
,ate in both sections constitute the upper formation. In the region nona-
west from Sudbury the underlying rocks are largt>ly felaitic, but are al8o 
micaceous, and of the Stobie mines become hor•blendic. These change&. 
are identical with changes that are known to occur in the Keewatin in llin-
neaota. In tbe section eastward from Algoma the underlying formation 
seems to be the :Missaaaugul quartzite with interbeding of green fissile 
schist, in part, and a mica schist, varying to homblendic schist, in part, the 
latter being the furthest east. 
There seems to be some irregularity in the order of succession in the 
section eastward from Algoma, bringing in several outcrops of strata that bt'-
long higher up in the aeries. If tbia be not illusory, and due rather to the 
winding of the railroad from Borth to aoutb to avoid the hills, it may be ac-
counted for by such faulting and upheaval as have been described In Min-
nesota, such as have produced the sudden, but indistinct, unconformitl.a. 
and transitions from the H.uonlan to the Keewatin, that have been de-
scribed there. l<'urther, the quartzite which has been alluded to as the 
Mlssaaaugui quartzite, and supposed to be Logan's lowest gray quartzite, 
ia probably not his lowest gray quartzite, but it is a rather a constituent part 
of the Keewatin. It fa allied in all ita lithology no lt>aa than ita persistent 
verticality, to the Keewatin, and seems to have been formed in the Keewatin 
ocean in the same manner as the jaspilite beds of. that horizon-i. e. by 
chemical precipitation, the green schist layers showing such advent of basic 
eruptions or volcanic ash as could form cbloritic schists, in tbe same way as 
in northeastern Minnesota. The "lower gray quartzite," (No. 5a) of the orig-
nal Huronian, according to Logan's map of 1863, appears a few miles east 
of Theasalon at the lake shore, and there produces an nnconformable con-
tact on the gneiss of the Laurentian. This contact has been examined by 
Prof. Irving and more lately by Dr. A. C. Lawson, and they concur in the-
a~tement that the conglomerate is a pudding-stone of rounded masses, hav-
ing a quartzite matrix. There can be but little doubt that it ia the 8&Dl8 
seen In the vicinity of Theasalon, and hence that Ia the Thessalon quartzite,. 
and Of!erltu the slates and alate conglomerates, being near the top rather 
than near the bottom of the original Huronian. This mistake fa apparently 
the same as that made In eastern New York and in Vermont, where the granu-
lar quartz and the Potsdam (or red sandrock) 11eem to overlap and hide from 
sight the formation immediately older, and lie in unconformity on a still 
older terrane-on the east on the gneiss of the Gret>n mountains, and on the-
west on the gneiss of the Adirondacks. It caused the early geologists to 
question the existence of any such formation as the Taconic-that great 
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aeries in which baa been brought to light l&Uerly a wonderful fauna of 
priaordlal life, and which extenda from the Atlantic elopes to the wea&ern 
baaia of the Rocky mountalna. This overlap unconformity implies a alok-
hac of the pre-existing land, and of the ocean's bed, bringing the later 
foi'IDed etra&a over the beach-limit that e:dated before. 
We may conclude therefore that the obeervatlona that were made 011 
t&e recent excursions conform, at least do not contravene, the views lately 
set forth by Irving, Bonney and Lawson, and the conclusions published by 
the reports of the Minneaota survey, to the eftect that the Huronian system 
aa•ow defined and understood by the Canadian geological reports, really 
embraces two or three formations; that one of these ia the true Huron~ 
aa at first discribed and mapped by Murray, another Ia the Keewatin of Dr. 
·A. C. Lawson, containing the iron ores at Tower, Minnesota, and another Ia 
the aeries of cryatalline schlata which we have styled Vermillion aeries. In 
other places theee three formations have been fully treated.* They are dis-
tinctly separate by lithology and by unconformities that have been noted 
from Vermont to Minnesota, and should no longer be included under a 
Bi.ngle term, at least not under the term Huronian, which at first had a cor-
rect and adequate definition embracing but one of them. 
Horace V. Winchell read a paper on "The Iron-ore bearing 
rocks of Minnesota." [See paper FF.] 
L. W. Chaney, Jr., presented l• some notes on the OrvptoUJOK 
Jlinttesotmse Winchell of the Cambrian rocks of Minnesota, par-
ticularly those in the vicinity of Northfield." [See paper GG.] 
Warren Upham read a paper describing a recent visit to Lake 
Itasca. [See paper HH.] 
December 3t 11189. 
Ten pel'!!ons present. 
The following persons were elected members: Joe. R. Hoftlin,. 
Henry Howling, Minneapolis; W. H. Scofield, Cannon Falls. 
The amendment to the by-laws proposed at the October m~ 
ing, t~wit: to change Article vn, Section 1, by striking out the 
words "resident in the state," was presented and carried.t 
C. W. Hall gave an account of "a vacation trip into the Black 
Bills of South Dakota." 
[ABSTRACT.] 
The excursion was made in company with Professor Van Hise of the 
U.S. Geological Survey, who was making a eummer's reconnaissance through 
~rtain A.-chaean areas of the western half of the United -states. The Pro-
feBBOr's object In visiting the Black Hills of South Dakota was to determlDe 
•See tbe eeventeentb aunnal report, Wlnneeot& aurvey. 
tP'or tbe coll8tftutlou aud by·l&ws of the Academy - Bullet.lna, Vol. u, pp. 1 to 
6, Joel. 
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the stratigraphy and structure of the Archaean rooks of that region, and to 
get at the genesis of the crystalline schists there exposed.* Only the moat 
salient points on the geology of the Hills were noted. 
1. The physical characters of the region were 'briefly outlined, and 
the area examined during the visit was pointed out. Specimens of the rocks 
eoostltuting the central core of this great uplift were exhibited and their 
field relations to each other were stated, viz: the roeks beneath the· L'am· 
brian sandstones and conglomerates which apparently entirely surround the 
eentral, Pre-Cambrian, core consist of coarse sandstones and eonglomeratea 
which, toward the north and the south, in thl' neighborhood of erupt•e 
roeks, become genuine crystalline schists, the northerly ones somewhat 
aericitic. 
2. Therefore the crystalline schists of the southwestern portion of the 
Hills are doubtless the same formations which In the northern Hilla are 
·conglomeratic and aericitlc with some ferruginous bands, the change from 
eonglomerates to crystalline schists being brought about by the heat, preaaure, 
-displacement and lesser movements contemporaneous with the outflow of 
the granites. This view naturally remov~a the necessity of regarding these 
roeka as separable "into a wctJtern aeries or group of schists and an eastern 
aeries or group of achists."t 
3. So far as the speaker's observations went there occur no true Lau-
rentian granites In the Black Hilla. The granites occurring in such enor-
mous quantities in the Southern Hills are of eruptive origin. The strike 
and dip phenomena so conspicuous around the borders of the Harney Peak 
eore of granite, that are respectively parallel to and away from the borders 
-of the granitic mass, could not well be explaint>d in any other way than by 
Msuming the eruptive origin of the corl'. 
·4. The tin ore, cassiterite, of the granitic area will probably never be 
found to occur in paying quantities save in occasional plaCM"I into which the 
-ore of removed areas of granite has been collected, or in occasional lumps of 
granite (pegmatites) having a larger quantity of the ore than the average of 
the granitic masa-tbia fact, of the non-existance of the cassiterite in pay-
ing quantities, being due to the igneous origin of these rocks and the con-
aeq•Jt>nt non-segregated condition of the orE' in vast masses of the carrying 
rock.+ 
•Bulletin Geol. Soc. Am., \'ol. 1, pp. 208·244, contains an admirable paper by Pro· 
feaeor Van Hlae, entitled "The Pre-Cambrian Roclta or the Black Hills," read December 
"28, 1889. 
t8ee Newton and Jenney;"Report on the Geology and Reeourcell or the B\acll: HIUa of 
Dakota," p. 50. 
tCompare In this connection a paragraph by Profeaeor Van Hlae, on p. 21 l, of tbe 
paper already cited. 
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On Monday, December 16th, 1889, from four until ten 
o'clock, the Library Board of the city of Minneapolis received the 
poople of Minneapolis and many of the leading citizens of Minne-
sota in the new Public Library Building. 
In this fire-proof building erected at a cost, including the 
ground, of e334, 150.65, and on this occasion formally opened for 
the use of the citizens of the city, THE MINNESOTA ACADEKY OF 
NATURAL SciENCES has beE-n assigned rooms. On the third floor 
the Academy has an elegant room for its meetings and spaciout~ 
and equally elegant rooms for the display of its collections which 
will be daily open to the. public. 
The Library Hoard had generously furnished sufficient cases 
for the display of the collections of the Academy and the secretary 
and several memberd had devoted their time for many evenings 
to cataloguing and arranging the material so that on. the occasion 
of the opening the extent and condition of the museum were Yery 
fairly presented to the public. 
The rooms thus placed at the disposal of the .Academy of 
SeienCf'S answer present needs and are a realization of the desires 
. -of its members expressed in 1880, repeated in 1884, and felt in 
-every subsequent year; thev enable the organization to devote its 
energies more directly to the publication of its Bulletins and to 
the creation of a museum of natural history and material re-
.sources for the great Northwest. 
[Paper X . ] 
NOTES ON THE ARRIY AL ANI> NESTING OF JHRI>S IN THE VICINITY 
OF KINNEAPOLIS FOR THE SPRING OF 1887. ~Frank/it~ Be11ner. 
My notes for the past year were limited by the short time I 
was able to dt'vote to looking up the birds. I was only able to 
make weekly trips, and, living in town, the arrival and departure 
-of the birds was not noted as quickly as they otherwise would have 
been. My notes begin April third when I saw the first robin . 
• 
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